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1
Interruptions Make
Rehearsals Enjoyable
The

..roes on for a "little way and then
B>. L. S. KEMP '42
plays the thins, of course. I Miss
Schaetfer says:
"Bassanlo,

U
P straight; you look like aD Z 264
old man, all bent over". Bassanio (Les
Thomas) looks deeply hurt, goes V0L
through elaborate contortions until he
is absurdly straight and post-like and
then gets into the correct posture.
restinK to watcn*
Your reporter had the pleasure of. Again the lines go on, until the disending several rehearsals of* ""The rector decides she isn't quite satisfied
"
,._..» of
nf Venice
Venice". There is a ceri
with their arrangement on the stage.
aerchant
air of cheerful informality about "I have an idea," she says as she
.'hem «hat is "ccessar,ly miss:nS at skips up the aisle to the stage. CareI the actual performance. In the first fully she has them stand in different
0lace. the cast as a whole never ar- places and goes nuwn the hall to see
! !. s exactly on time. That would be how it looks. "Don't like it" Is the deI asking too much. A few appear early, cision, and they go back to their origand are given the tasks of sweeping inal positions, which she decides are
On Saturday the second annual
the sta<re. putting various articles of '.he best after all.
Dad's Day will be held at Bates to
Soon Gratiano (Ralph Tuller), who
what-not in various places, and doing
which all sons are urged to invite
whatever else is needed to make speaks "an infinite deal of nothing", their fathers. Plans have been made
thins? ready for rehearsal. Then, af- is rattling on about how he "wants '*o by the Clason Key to make this year's
t r the early-birds have worked their ' play the fool". It is a very amusing
program just as successful as was
winas almost off others put in an ' speech but the others on the stage last year's.
appearance, obviously happy to find have heard it so often they don't
The program planned by the comthey have delayed Just long enough laugh very convincingly. "Laugh as mittee seeks to give the dads an opw escape working. Rehearsal starts. though you meant it," Miss Schaefportunity of enjoying a day of college
with anybody handy reading the parts fer says. "He's your good friend and life with their sons. Arrangements
of those not yet present. By this time he's awfully witty and you really like have been made for the fathers to
the first scene has been gone through, his jokes. Show us you like them." visit classrooms and discussions in the
everyone has arrived, and the scene Is Gratiano goes through his speech morning. At noon, a faculty reception
again, and this time the laughter is
done again.
to the fathers at Chase Hall is planconvincing.
Saliirinn Worries
ned, to be followed by a father and
About Wet Paint
Must Make
son banquet at the Commons which is
It's not so much the acting that Effective Groupings
scheduled for 1:00 o'clock. In the afmakes rehearsals interesting, as it
Or take for another example the ternoon the fathers will be admitted
js the interruptions. Take the very scene in which Portia (Caasie Posh- to the Bates-Northeastern track meet.
first .-cone for example. Salarino kus) and Nerissa, her waiting maid The day will close with a coffee and
(John Anderson) is sitting on a set (Rowena Fairchild), are in Portia's movies in Chase Hall Lounge.
of steps. In the middle of a speech he room discussing the various suitors.
Since it is necessary for the comJumps up and worriedly asks Miss. During the scene Portia is seated, mittee to know approximately how
Schaeffer if the paint on the steps is while Nerissa is arranging a necklace many fathers will attend in order that
dry. Miss Schaeffer is sure she j an,i t;ara on her. Miss Schaeffer has preparations may be made to accomdoesn't know. Someone says it is; to determine just where Nerissa must odate them, all students who expect
someone says it isn't;
someonebe at a certain time so that her their dads to be present are asked to
says it certainly ought to be by now. speeches might be most adequately get in touch with Brud Witty, Don
Then Salarino decides it really is dry delivered, and has to decide at Just Maggs, or some other member of the
and sits down again. The rehearsing
|Continu*i on fug* v<*u}
Clason Key as soon as possible. Chase
Hall reservations may be made with
Don Russell or members of the Clason
Key for those fathers who wish to
remain for either Friday or Saturday
night, or the boys may put up their
fathers in their own dorms.
The Clason Key has sent out genAn increasing number of seniors ate work include Douglas Bragdon
have made plans to continue their ed- who will continue in the Biology and eral invitations to all fathers but urucation at various graduate schools Botany field at Harvard Graduate ges all men to Invite their dads perfor the next year. To add to the list School. Doug has been manager of sonally and hopes to see as many as
recently printed !in the STUDENT the track team and a member of Jor- possible on campus that day.

the p'ay when a11 tne work on|
't done and over with and it's at
ented to the audience. That's
IteiTyou want to see it. But let it
I * said that rehearsals, also, are in-

stand

- CTt*^,

Campus Prepares For
Dad's Day Saturday
Fathers Will Attend
Players Give Matinee
Coffee, Film And
Performance Saturday
Northeastern Meet

Five Budding 'Medicos' Make
Plans For Graduate Study

I Tufts Medical School is the choice of
I Philip Archambault and Philip Kil! gore. Both have been active in the
'science organizations on campus and
"Iiuster""is well known as a football
and track man, being a member of
the Varsity Club. Other would-be doc\ tors include Carl Andrews and Charles
Stratton. Carl is accepted at the Yale
Medical School. He also has been active in football and track, being a
I member of the Varsity Club; he has
also been a proctor and was president
of Jordan Scientific this past year.
Charlie plans to attend the Albany
Medical School of Union University.
He played football his freshman and
sophomore years, has been an assistant in Biology, and was the secreI tary of Jordan Scientific this past
year..Howard Kenney will be at Maharry University in Tennessee this
lext year. Famed for his skill on the
basketball floor "Howie" hajs also
been an active member of the Science clubs, captain of the basketball
I
| team, and is now tennis captain.
Other Biology majors doing gradu-

dan Scientific. Richard Martin will
also be at Harvard for further study.
The Outing Club and Science clubs
have been activities of Dick. Samuel
Burston intends to do graduate work
'n Zoology at George Washington University.
Chemistry
students
continuing
school include two honors candidates,
Dexter Pattison who plans to go to
Yale and Clarence Whittaker who has
not yet chosen between Tuftsand Illinois. Charles Parker intends to go
tof New York University Graduate
School.
For the AB students Donald Maggs
plans to attend Cornell Law School.
His debating career wrll serve him
well here as well as the executive
positions he has held in various campus organizations. Robert Spencer has
been accepted at Colgate Rochester
where he will do graduate work in
Theology. Esther Strout is planning
to study social service administration
at Chicgao University. Alfred Morse
will study for his master's degree at
Brown.

{Library Aids History Writers
With National Imprint Survey
By MITCHELL MELNICK '43
"What are the man and woman doing every day at the desk in the back
of the library?" Students have asked
themselves such a question when they
are rummaging through the stacks on
the first floor of Coram Library. The
diligent workers are not Bates scholars. They are Mr. Davis and his teammate. Miss Drinkwine, who have been
at the library since April 12. Their
work consists of making an imprint
inventory of all major Maine libraries
for books, pamphlets and broadsides
printed before Jan. 1, 1877, in conunction with the nation-wide Historical Records Survey.
Colleges
are
proving
valuable
sources for early American imprints.
An imprint is the place, date of
printing, and the name of the publisher found on the title page of a book
* pamphlet. The workers go through
library card catalogues copying off all
•ards bearing a reference to anything
Printed within the date limits. No,
he work isn't as simple as it seems
|cause the cards lack certain iteminformation (e. g. size, name ot
"inter) and they must secure, by acd work, the necessary data. The
lna
l product will be filed in the Liirary 0f Congress and printed in voltes for the benefit of historians and
searchers.

If historical work is to be effective
and thorough as possible, it becomes
evident that there are needed some
extensive supplements to existing incomplete historical bibliographies. A
history major may be studying some
specific region, yet he may not know
a tenth of the books he would like to
consult. Fc:- example, if he is studying
the early history of some state, he will
look up the few titles he knows. But,
he also needs a list of all material
bearing on the life and activity of the
state, which may be preserved. Obviously enough, the great majority of
such material would have been printed locally. When he is provided with
an adequate inventory, he will find
that one copy is found in Concord;
three copies in Boston; four others
only in Hartford, and so on. Thus, the
American imprints Inventory will render a service of noteworthy significance to American History.
At present the American Historical Bibliographies on a large scale are
the twelve volumes by Charles Evans
covering the period 1639 to 1800 and
the Leypoldt United States Catalog
for the years beginning with 1876.
There is a lapse of seventy-six years
that will be recorded and the earlier
years will be supplemented. The project is directed by Mr. Douglas Murtrie, a national authority on Hiitory.
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A Saturday matinee performance of "The Merchant of Venice",

'Merchant Of Venice'
Opens Tomorrow Night
BRING PORTIA, SHYLOCK TO LIFE

planned to accomodate all those

"The Merchant of Venice", last and
most ambitious production this year
by the Robinson Players, will be
staged tomorrow and Friday evening's
at 8 o'clock in the Little Theatre of
Hathorn Hall.
Featuring Cassie Poshkus '40 as
Portia and John Marsh '43 as Shylock,
the performance marks the climax of
several weeks of arduous work by
actors, directors, and a large number
of back-stage assistants. Miss Schaeffer has estimated that producing the
"Merchant" has required more effort
than any play she has worked on since
8
he has been at Bates, with the exception, of course, of the 75th Anniversary Pageant of a year ago.

who have been unable to secure
seats for the regular evening
shows on Thursday and Friday
has been announced by Director
Lavinia Schaeffer.
This presentation, scheduled for
the Little Theatre at 2:30 p. m.,
will be open to all season t'eket
holders. All high school students
are to be admitted for 25c, other
tickets being sold for the regular
admission price.
Tickets will be sold at the door.

Seniors Choose 12
Class Day Speakers

CASSIE POSHKUS

JOHN MARSH

Twelve seniors have been chosen to
take part in the annual Class Day
Exercises to be held this year on the
afternoon of Saturday, June 15, according to an announcement by Earle
Zeigler, chairman of the Class Day
With the 1940 edition of the annual year that one candidate led a tractor
Committee.
mayoralty campaign only a week off, parade around the campus walks.
Frank Coffin will be in general only one candidate has so far ap- "Spectacular" has always been the
1 yword for mayoralty candidates'
charge of proceedings in his position peared in the field.
The Room 13 (West Parker! party, capers.
as toastmaster. Roy Briggs. marshal,
Rules for the campaign, as put
.wo-time winners of the annual race,
will lead the class to the exercises.
have proposed the candidacy of Ar- forth by the StudeuB Council, and
Other selections are: Class Oration,
thur Damon '42. With the successful posted for would-be candidates are as
Leonard Clough; Class History, Bercampaigns of "Shadow" 3>monetti in follows:
tha Bell; Address to Fathers and Mo(1) Candidates and programs must
193S, and "Newt" Wilder last year In
thers, Ruth Gray; Address to Halls
back of them, the party enters the fun be submitted to the committee for apand Campus, Cassie Poshkus; Last
(2)
•it trus time with no announced plat- proval before Friday, May 17.
Will and Testament, Ira Nahikian and
form. However, as usjal being not a Light cars and motorcycles only are
Dorothy Pampel; Class Gift Presenbit backward about making those cam- illowed on the track—no trucks,
tation, Howard Kenney; Pipe Oration,
paign promises, temporary campaign tractors or heavy equipment. The cinRobert Ireland: Class Ode, Eleanor
manager Simonetti asserts that "of der track should not be used as a
Cook; Class Poem, Barbara Rowell.
course our candidate will promise, and race track. (3) 30 minutes is allowed
The annual Ivy Hop promises to
■•chieve. such desirable innovations as each candidate each night—programs
provide many unusual features for
no final exams, shade? on the lights beginning at 7:05. Time limits MUST
the up and coming Bates set, accordbe observed. (4) Programs must be
in coed dormitory porches.
ing to Michael Buccigross '41. The
When campaign time rolls around, kept away from chapel, classes, liballrooms in Chase Hall will sport
students' thoughts turn to former brary.
nautical decorations with a gang
(5) Nil meetings are allowed on
campaigns. In the past fire engines,
plank and vari-colored yacht pennants
.ractors. trucks, horses and motorcy- campus, except possible walk-dances
hanging about. All Chase Hall will be I The New Hampshire Wildcats came cles have figured prominently in the. in front of Hathorn. (6) Keep
open that night. To carry out the idea from behind ypSterday afternoon to harum-scarum campaigns. During the personalities out of the campaign.
of a sea voyage each couple will re- nip the Bates Bobcats 11-10 in a wild 1*I3S campaign, onb candidate was (7> Schedule or order of appearanc I
ceive a regular passport for a pro- hitting, wilder played, ten inning fra- ceremoniously dumped, only a little as drawn. (8) The campaign will be
gram and it will have their pictures cas which saw a grand total of 32
shaken, from the cockpit of an air-', limited to four candidates. (9) Music
put on it.
hits garnered from the offerings of plane, after a breath-taking landing should not be played during classes.
Arrangements have been completed five pitchers. Al Wight started for the
on Garcelon Fie.d. Then there was the It is allowed between classes.
to have music provided by Carl Brogi. Mansfield-coached array, pitched seven
Mis band has been reorganized and innings until the boys from across the
now has the brass section that used border began to bang him around in a
to be with Hal Kemp. There will be a big eighth inning which netted them
novel bar set up for the Hop, with an eight runs.
attendant on hand all evening, to proThe Garnet forces pushed around
vide different refreshments from the
six runs in a wild and "woolly second
usual "cookies and punch".
Thirty science majors have recently
As the climactic feature of .the
inning. One of the features of this
Fred Whitten will announce the
joined"
the two men's science clubs—
inning was Wight's smashing double mayoralty, campaign, the Student
chaperones next week, and will give
Lawrance Chemical Society and Jorwhich clung miraculously to the in- Council has completed arrangements
further details about the dance.
dan Scientific Society—according to
side of the left field foul line and for a coeducational open house at
announcements by the clubs' secretascored two runs. The Bobcats chalked Chase Hall on the evening of Friday,
M
ries.
up two more runs in the 7th.
May 24. Because of this it has been
Senior members of Lawrance ChemNew Hampshire kept pecking away decided to omit the regular Saturday ical visited Boston last Wednesday
night
dance
scheduled
for
May
25.
with a run in the third and another
Chairman Richard Wall of the when the annual industrial tour by
The Bates "Bobcats", long acclaim- •n the fifth. And things looked mighty
Chase Hall Committee wishes to point the society necessitated their leaving
ed on campus for their performances favorable for the home forces until
out that this will mean that next Sat- campus at 4.45 a. m.
at the Saturday night dances. Join the disastrous eighth in which the
Eleven chemists of the sophomore
urday will mark the last regular
the realm of "big time" band3 tonight out-of-staters nicked Wight for five
class were Initiated at a club meeting
Chase
Hall
dance
of
the
year.
when they enter the studios of WCOL hits and six runs before he was reon Tuesday, May 7. The roll of new
According to present plans, voting
to make a recording of two of their lieved by Dave Shiff. Shiff entered
members includes; Robert Belsky,
most popular numbers, the "Bates the game after a too-brief warm-up for mayoralty candidates will be conRichard Blanchard, Richard Carroll,
And he was reached for three more ducted in Chapel on the morning of
Smoker" and "One O'clcok Jump".
Hildreth _J*isher. David Goldenberg.
The recording is being made under hits and two more runs. The Wild- May 24. Inauguration ceremonies are Malcolm Jewell. David Kahn, Stanleyto be held in front of Hathorn Hall
the auspices of the Student Council, cats had surged ahead 10-8.
Smith, Robert Stiles. Erland Wentzell
following a suggestion made recently
The Bates boys finally got their that evening, and at the Chase Hall and Albert Wise.
by a prominent member of the senior lander up in the ninth and Mike Buc- Recreational following this the newly
Initiates to Jordan Scientific, which
class. The Council plans to finance cigross, who had come into the fray elected Campus Mayor will reign suis made up of science majors outside
this making of a master record, and an inning before for right fielder preme.
of the chemistry department, are:
also hopes to have a series of 100 re- lohnson, slashed a sweet single over
Spofford Avery, Michael Buccigross,
cordings ready for sale in the near second to drive in two runs and once
Gerard Morin, Lloyd Morrison, Aian
future. If possible, the record will be igain it was a new ball game.
Sawyer, Herman Tripp and James
one sale before the close of school:
In the first of the tenth, Mike MatWalsh, of the class of 1941, and Edif not, it will be ava'V.ble at the
ragrano, who took over the mound
ward Boulter, Frank Dietz, Daniel
opening of the college next fall.
duties in the ninth when Dave Shiff
Dustin. Eben Bennet. Melvin Gulwas removed for a pinch hitter, servThe staff of the "Mirror", senior brandsen, Thomas Hayden. Raymond
ed a too-good ball to Hergey, NHU's jear book, has announced that the Harvey, Percy Knight, John James.
sterling catcher, which was promptly
date of campus distribution has been Norman Johnson, Albert Ring, and
knocked for a single. Hersey attemptSaverio Scavotto. of the sophodefinitely set for Ivy Day. Tuesday,
•nore class.
Marguerite Mendall '41. the chair- ed to steal second, Jim O'Sullivan's May 28.
man. Ruth Beil '41 and Helene Wood- peg to Brud Witty was high and the
New features inaugurated by Editor
ward '41 are the committee for the fleet-footed backstop took third. SagJohn McCue and Business Manager J.
The Garnet golfers lost matches
hiue,
a
substitute
third
baseman,
popFreshman Girls' Coffee which is to
VerNooy Sands are to be described in yesterday and last Friday to Maine
ped
out
to
Dick
Thompson
and
Herbe given in the Women's Union this
full in next week's STUDENT. Each and Bowdoin respectively. Pete HasSunday afternoon right after dinner. sey scored after the catch. This run
:nan and woman receives one copy of kell was the only Bates man to win
later
proved
to
be
the
margin
of
Several faculty members have been
in either match.
the "Mirror".
victory.
invited to attend.

Damon Is Lone Entry
In Mayorality Race

Sea Voyage Sets
Ivy Hop Theme

Wildcats Down Garnet
In Tenth Frame 11-10

Fete Campus Mayor At Men's Science Club
Inaugural Ball Nay 24 Initiate Thirty Eds

Bobcats" loin Ranks
Of 'Big Name' Bands

McCne Sets Ivy Day For
Distribution Of "Mirror"

Stn G Honors Freshman
Coeds With Coffee Sunday

22 Students Take
Part In Year's
Biggest Production

This is the first Shakespearian play
presented at Bates since 1936, when
"Much Ado About Nothing" was given
by the 4-A Players under the direction
of the beloved Prof. Robinson. For
several years it had been the custom
to have an annual Shakespearian Play
but the tradition was discontinued
four years ago. Now, with Miss
Schaeffer completing her second year
as director, however, a new custom
may arise—a Shakespearian play at
Commencement. The "Merchant" is to
l>e given during Commencement Week
in addition to the performances of tomorrow and Friday evenings.
In addition to Marsh and Miss Poshkus, the cast includes: Charles Buck
'41 as Solarino: Rowena Fairchild '41
Bassanio: Ralph Tuller '42 as Gratiano; John Tierney '42 as Lorenzo;
Priscilla Hall '40 as Jessica; Richard
Wall '41 as Salanio; John Anderson
'41 as Solarnio; Rowena Fairchild '41
as Nerissa;; George Kirwin '42 as the
Duke of Venice: William Sutherland
'40 as Prince of Morocco; Raymond
Cool '40 as Prince of Arragon; Ernest
Johnson '42 as Salerio; Samuel Stoddard '43 as Lancelot; Robert Plaisted
'40 as Tubal; Joanne Lowther '41 as
Dancer; Barbara Rowell '40 and Virginia Yeomans '41 as attendants.
Assisting Miss Schaeffer In the directing of the play will be student
dirctors Pauline Chayer '40 and Elizabeth Swann '41, and Miss Barbara
Kendall of the speech department.

Harriet White Leads
'40'41 Debate Council
Surprising Rrof. Brooks Quimby
with the gift of a brief case featured
the party and annual meeting of the
Debating Council which Prof, and Mrs.
Quimby entertained Thursday evening.
Mary Gozonsky '40, president of the
Council, made the presentation on behalf of the 1939-40 squad. During the
evening the Council elected Harriet
White '41 president for next year and
David Jennings '41 as secretary; Prof.
Quimby named Elizabeth Swann '41
and Sumner Levin '42 as the managers
of the women'8 and men's debating
respectively. Thirty-one members of
the varsity squad attended the party,
the last event of the year for the debaters.

Baulch, Wilde Prove
Maestros In Disguise
When it comes to band leaders.
Bates is right on top. Last Wednesday evening two Jitterbugging
Bates boys—C. Alfred Baulch '41
and Gordon C. Wilde '42—hied
themselves down to Old Orchard
Pier and showed Sammj; Kaye
how an orchestra can really be
led.
"Basin Street" Baulch and "Wahoo" Wilde were chosen from an
audience of 2,000 to show their
talents in the line of baton wielding as a part of Sammy Kaye's
feature "So you want to lead a
band?"
It
is reported that
Baulch's rendition of "Alexander's
Rangtime Band" struck a new
high in jazz as it should be played, while Wilde's "Sweet Adeline"
improved any efforts yet made by
professional maestros. ""
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Make Yourself At Home, Dad
Welcome, Fathers! Last year 90 of you were on campus during the first Father's week end. And it was a huge success. If you
didn't make it then, just ask any one father that did, and see what
a good time he had.
Here, dads, on this small New England campus community, is
where you have entrusted the rising son for four of the best and
most important years of his young life. Here he is working, playing, having fun, and having troubles. And although he is rarely outwardly sentimental, he probably loves the place, and wouldn't look
at another.

- t .

Now we the sons want to take a slice out of the college experience and give it to you first hand. If there is a joy of living at
Bates different from the joy of living anywhere else, and we think
there is, we want you on campus this week end to share it with us.
Run the gamut of college life. Attend the track meet, and see the
athletic side. Go to the "bull-session" at the coffee afterwards;
meet there some of the men we work with all year. Go to meals
with us and meet the boys.
In short, make yourself at home. We hope you'll get to know us
better. And we hope you get to know and to like Bates, as we do,
for after all, Bates is what we, your sons, are making it.

What Others Are Saying
Have you ever wondered what the students of other campuses
are thinking and doing? As one columnist says, draw up a divan
and listen:
Taken at random from The Holy Cross Tomahawk; "the fact is
that the war is being waged in an unjust fashion by both the Allies
and Germany .... most Americans will agree that Germany's invasion of Norway is unjust, but they refuse to recognize that it
was not entirely unprovoked
As Americans we uphold the
Constitution and the declaration of independence, with their doctrines of all men being created free and equal .... yet we often
ignore these ideals completely when dealing with racial problems
in ways that are totally unjust."
This from the Los Angeles Collegian, Los Angeles City College, which is having communist controversy: "Is communism
rampant on City College campus?
It would be amazing indeed
if some among them (students) were not communist sympathizers
since our
6000 students are to a degree representative of
opinion in this country .... I don't think it's the duty of the school
to make him (the communist) make any declaration . . . Even if
they are communists, they aren't paid by Moscow."
Rutgers had a little trouble over administration rules: "The
Targum is very definitely of the opinion, however, that there is
something radically wrong with a system which allows one person
or a group of persons to arbitrarily say 'You may run' or 'you may
not run, (for a student office)
Such regulations, if the administrations wish to keep them in effect, do not allow for freedom of
opinion."
Back to the war and the press, the Dakota Wesleyan student
paper says: "For those who are certain that the American newspapers are printing nothing but the truth from Europe, it might be
well to notice the figures of the numbers of Germans killed in the
Polish conquest .... there is little question but that the reports
received in this country have been entirely too lopsided
this
has been largely due to the fact that reports must first pass through
the hands of the British censorship, in order to be cabled to this
country."

WEEK-END WEAKNESS weakens
the wear and tear of the witches and
wolves of Bates.. .Which witches?...
The padding horrors (coeds to the
men of Bates, if there are any) who,
after all too successfully sunning
themselves on ye Thomaston Stream,
wound up like tops guzzling cokes on
a filling station stand which opportunely advertised "6 gals for $1.00"...
Lobsters cheap at half the price ?...
Esther Strout, brave pioneer, made
the only plunge of the day, incidentally a forced landing a la full dress
■ -And was she all wet!.. .Janie
White discovered her brains were in
her feet so up they went for the tanning process.

by Robert Martell '43

At dawn Friday morning Hit- week lay off Honolulu rst
ler
launched a new blitzkrieg at its customary I acific .,
THIS KIND OF
CUTTING
the historic cockpit of nations, San Pedro-Los Angeles"
WONTHU&
the Lowlands. Nazi planes swoopMY GRADES/
• •
40,513 MILES H13H
ing over Netherland and Belgian
OR 207,164
airfields bombed anti-aircraft Chamberlain Mi
«
TIMES AS HIGH AS
~^T
■mstry
THE EMPIRE•1
crews
to
make
way
for
troops
STATE BUS*
Collapses
if
landing in parachutes. Clouds of
#
Concurrent with the L u
parachute troops landing at stratof
Belgium, Holland and? i<
egic points behind the frontiers
bourg
came the coiw
to
weakened the country within and
Chamberlain
ministry ■£' 9
made it necessary to withdrawn
at
much-needed troops from the wegian fiasco had brouKh^
&
frontiers. The Hague and Rotter- the government. The
st
dam were both heavily bombed Munich with the black ■"?
RUTH RICHARD OF SEATTLE
Which wolves ?... Hulsizer, Fontaine
lii
<r
WORKS HER Way THROLGHTHE
and Allied troops were resisting who tried to "appeased el
and Kilgore are hacking away having
UNIV. OF WASHINGTON By
sat in two feet of water sans canoe
a determined German drive for gave way to Winston Ck 18
MOWING LAWNS/
and .bathing suit while hollering,
these cities. French and British A new inner cabinet was? hi
"Sena that sun out. Father!".. .When
troops once more rolled through that included representatj!
asked why he lit for home in such a
Belgium as they did the last time the Labor Party which fc In
hurry, Dave Shiff replied simply: "I
Where
neutrality was disregarded opposed Chamberlain's «* r>
like it home better"... So does
Smitty...
by the Reich. Tiny Holland has icies. Anthony Eden cam,
Coeducational week-ends, however,
reverted to her historic method to hold the post of WarI ■c
proved most popular per usual...And
•«
of defense, the flooding of her tary.
what an education Bates offers in that
a
Italy is still waiting
iands to impede the progress of
THE FIRST COED 6RADUATE WAS
field...Sully is already working for
wj
the
agressor.
The
question
now
is
events
to see whether or a.
*
CATHARINE
BREWER.
his master's degree so he can spend
SHE GRADUATED FROM WESLEYAN
more time on the spud farm he's been
whether these countries will also will throw in her hand wit •I
COLLEGE,MACON.GA. IN 1840/
drawing plans of . . . Walker Brings
fall into the hands of Hitler. It Nazis. Since the earliest 4 M
'luote "fooled around Stevens House.
seems that Allied forces will not the war, it has been though
Want to know the hours?" Unquote
be at the disadvantage that they any overwhelming victory",,^
.. .Helen and George rode to the track
were at in the German invasion part of Germany will btiMa
meet in a roller coaster according to
back seat inhabitants Val and Eric...
of Poland and Norway. With bas- Italian aid. Entrance of SB
More than one couple completed a
es for military and aerial action to the war would make it J I
lifetime course in child psych during
close at hand the Allies can actu- sary for the Allies to divert J I
"My Son, My Son", didn't they Mark?
ally come to grips with their ene- and materials from other p* I
.. .Ray Cool and Vonnie whipped down I
mies.
Hitler said, "The fighting of defense. Will the invas* f
to South Berwick and Lynn to give
With the selection of Class Day Present plans seem to Indicate that an
"the folks a treat.. .Picknicers were speakers and the appointment by all-day outing to Poland Spring is the which begins today decides the the Low Countries provide!
foi
plentiful as mushrooms.. .Orrin and President Lynn Bussey of eight senior
most favored project. Working on tha fate of the German nation for the needed impetus to Italy? 1 cu
Ruth had enough food to feed all the committees, plans for Commencement
committee are Geneva Fuller, Maxine next thousand years." This may Balkan states are watchi:
(B
little birdies.. ."Rise please" was a Exercises during the week of June
Urann, Jasper Balano, Roy Briggs, or may not be true, but this fight- fully to see what her atta 11
necessity in the Thorncrag vicinity... 11-17 are rapidly taking shape.
and J. VerNooy Sands.
ing will determine many things will be, for she has always h B0
(Advt. for ushers!)...Week-ends sure
Chairman Earle Zeigler of the Class
The final activity of the class of
get us in our weak end.. .Therefore, Day Committee has announced the list
in the next few weeks.
greatly interested in the Bah I
1940 on the Bates Campus is the ComJoan Wells stayed home to write a of eleven seniors who will take part
Many demonstrations haveta
mencement Hop, with the Fenton
thesis...
in the exercises on the afternoon of Brothers playing from 9 to 3 on the
place in Rome that showhosS
Saturday, June 15. The speakers,
evening of graduation. Chairman
to the Allies, but as yet no!
chosen by the class, will be found
Raymond Cool is being assisted by
definite
has happened.
Conflict May Swing
elsewhere in the STUDENT. Assisting
Janet Bridgham, Jean Fessenden, HarZeigler on the committee are Franco?
Britain is pondering thejn|
To West Indies
old Goodspeed, and Norman Tardifl.
Coney, Ruth Sprague, Esther Strout,
lem as to the ultimate an:
Exercises during Last Chapel, which
The question now uppermost Germany's invasion of :he la]
F.lcanor Wilson, John Hibbard, Rich- inevitably bring a lump to the throat
ard Martin, Robert Simonetti, and
in
the minds of observers of the Countries. Is the plan
3f every graduate, are scheduled for
Chester Young.
the morning of last classes. May 28. European conflict is now, "What
World War I, a great rigktil
Chairman Stanley Williams, FranChairman William Sutherland, Ber- does this new move mean to the
ces Clay, and Francis Stover have
drive
into France, or is it Ha
nice Lord, Joan Wells, John Davis, U. S.?" The Netherlands' island
charge of the writing and publishing
nish
channel
bases for «■«■
To the Editor of the STUDENT.
and Robert Hulsizer are making plans
possessions
are
the
question
f programs. In addition to the official
naval
attacks
on The Brital
For some time I have been consid- leather Commencement Programs, for this tradition.
mark. If the war does not go well Isles themselves ? Of course tha
With
the
custom
of
an
annual
Greek
ering the fact that most of us here at each senior is entitled to five ComBates speed a go. id part of the time mencement Invitations and an unlim- Play being discontinued two years in Europe, Germany will transfer could be no military conqoestl
finding fault with Bates, myself not ited number of Commencement An- ago, the class of 1940 hopes to insti- her attention to the West Indes. that of Norway but the psje
I
tute a new tradition this year—a per- Such an infringement of the Monthe least amac« these, but few of us nouncements.
logical
shock
of
an
formance of a Shakespearian play roe Doctrine would undoubtedly
look at the good things here. We do
One of the most difficult problems
not hesitate to di fond Bates when we facing every committee is the ques- during Commencement Week. Chair- bring the U. S. into the world knockout blow would create M
version and hamper the waruH
are away from here, but while here tion of the distribution of finances man Kendall Tilton, Martha French.
Fannie Longfellow, Leslie Thomas, arena. Even the leader of the chinery. Experts believe a «■
we see only the faults.
All committee heads conferred with
isolationists. Senator Vanden- bined plane and submarineata
We criticize the facu'ty at length, Class Treasurer Hamilton Dorman, and James Vickery are making arrangements
with
Miss
Schaeffer
for
burg, admitted this when he would be in keeping with ft
and yet fail to realize that Bates ranks President Bussey, and Mr. Rowe early
high scholastlcally among New Eng- this week to make final arrangements the presentation of "The Merchant of said, "the greater must be our
many's war policy. The l&
land colleges. I have heard from a in this matter. The Gift Committee, Venice" on the steps of Coram Li- determination to stay out unless
source outside Bates, that the English Harry Shepherd, chairman, and Anne brary at 9 o'clock on the evening of the war comes to the New sure that if Britain falls Wl
Saturday, June 15.
will too.
department here is second to none in McNally, Dorothy Pampel, Mark LelyBaccalaureate Exercises are sched- World." This is the historic
N'ew England, including Harvard and veld, and John McCne, Is now ready
Yale. Though this may not be true it to go seriously into the task of select- uled for Sunday, June 16, at 3:30 p.m. American foreign policy, but canA Baccalaureate Committee, Wilfred not be construed as isolationism.
nevertheless points to the strength of ing a gift to the school.
Latest Hit
Howland, chairman, and Elizabeth
that department.
The Dutch East Indes are also
In an effort to fill the gap in nativMacGregor. Hazei Turner, Alfred
RECORDS
When we consider the possibilities ities during the Tuesday, Wednesday
Morse, and George Russell, will have concerned for their rubber and
for employment and graduate study and Thursday following Final Exams,
the task of considering the contribu- tin exports are vital to the U. S.
as a result of our work at Bates, we a Class Outing Committee under
tions offered as words for the Class The proximity of the Dutch East
seem not to realize that a very small lames Pellicani has been appointed. Hymn.
Indes to Japan complicates the Vanity . Bluebird and All ^
percentage of Bates graduates are not
Hakes
problem. Both Tokyo and Washemployed or admitted to graduate
ALUMNI
NOTES
school soon after graduation. Bates
ington have expressed the desirRaymond Gove '39 will receive h:s 19 Girls Take Canoe
'las a sufficiently high reputation so
ability of maintaining the status » LISBON ST. . LEWS*
that its graduates are admitted to the teaching certificate from the Univer- Trip To Pleasant Pond
quo. It is significant that the
(Next to Woolworth's)
best graduate business and profes- sity of Maine where he has been takUnited States naval fleet last
Nineteen
girls
chaperoned
by
Mrs.
ing Education courses this year.
sional schools in the country.
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Seniors Favor All-Day
Outing At Poland Spring
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CANTEEN

Dorothy Harms '39 has been seen
From the point of view of athletics,
on
campus this past week while on
Bates may not be outstanding, but it
has its fair share of victories, in all vacation from her position in Hartsports. Bates has sent more track men ford, Conn.
Also visiting on campus this week
to the Olympic games than any other
end were Lois Philbrick '39, Ralph
Maine college.
Childs and Jordan Lippner, both of
Certainly, no college the sire of
whom completed their college course
Bates, offers more opportunities for
in February and will graduate in
extra-curricula activity than does
June.
Bates. Clubs exist to satisfy the inDr. Edward F. Roberts '23, formerterests of all. Bates' record in debatly
special representative for the Leding, for example, is unparalled by any
erle Laboratory, Inc., at 30 Rockeinstitution in the East if not in the
feller Plaza, New York City, was proentire country. Bates has Just won
moted
to an executive position as the
the championship of Eastern Interdirector of medical service. He is the
collegiate Debate League for the fifth
son of Mrs. Blanche Whittler Roberts.
time in ten years.
The buildings and, equipment at
Bates, and the campus which Bates'
most severe critic must admit is beautiful, are far superior to those of
many colleges that are larger, older
and more heavily endowed. We have
an excellent athletic plant, and a modern dormitory, so that we are not
stagnating.

CLUB NOTES
Many of the clubs have held or are
planning to hold banquets for their
final meetings of the year: Ramsdell
Sc.ent.fic held theirc last night at the
DeWrtt Hotel at 6:00. Rand Hall was
the scene of the annual Phil Hellenic
Symposium last night Lawrance
Chem,cal will meet for the banquet at

Lawrence Kimball and Miss Ruth
Hamelin left campus at 8:30 on an
all-day canoe trip. They drove to Gardiner to the Cobbossee Stream where
the route started which continued
until they reached Pleasant Pond
They arrived back on campus at 5:30.
The trip was sponsored by the Outing
Club which has planned a second trip
for next Sunday for which the girls
have already signed, it will include
the same number and follow the same
route.

6-Tubss, Instamatic Tuning
Reviled. 19*°
Sup•rh^Ho<^r•,
•
Aa?omotl«
Volume Contr'1

i
5" Dyoof''
CHAPEL QUOTES

Speaker

Tuesday, May 7-Morgan Porteons '41
"Please remember that there is no
guarantee that the outcome of these
ballots will determine the ultimate
system of chapel; for there are obrious reasons why the .adminis^on
studL
*! CEnn0t *° ^tirely by
student opinion."
Thursday, May 9-Priacilla Hall MO

"When caught by the greatest fear,
Bates has its faults, Just as any inl
stitution has its faults, but life here Chase Hall next Tuesday nighr
r
dear
The Camera Club met for its reg- Mother ^^ ° ^ ***
Is much more satisfactory when one
ular meeting last Monday at 7 wifr
considers the good points to be noted,
Friday, May 10-David Nichols '42
Dr. Woodcock a8 the speaker.
and seeks to find what is RIGHT with
La Petite Acadamie „ holdi
"Indifference is the greatest danger
Bates.
Thorncrag Fireside Party next Jj to democratic governments. Will our
C. Eric Llndell.
day night New members are Invited generation be a lost generation-inherent toward political iMUe.?»

$2.50 Down
$3 Month
Smefi Carrying Charge

Others $24.95 - $5 For Your Old R*^

Sears Roebuck & Co.
134 Lisbon St.
PHONE 1846

Lewiston

*HE BITES STUDE5T,

if

WEDNESDAY, HAT 16, 1H0

SigsbeeJLndHibbard Win State Titles In Orono Meet
Let Takes Third
I nose Out Colby
Utional and two state records
Alien last Saturday at Orono
^ "do^n retained its state track
« W ,he 4nh annual renewal of the
State Track Meet. Maine took
gee and Bates surprised the
' „ by edcing out Colby xsr
rte scores were as follows:
r ~'. 55*; Maine 385; Bates 21;
:■-'-

tot, Bennett of Maine erased the
m of 1CS feet 8 Inches eatab■ mar*
le
""1922 by Fred Tootell and
in
fched
otell's national mark of
ceiled Too
«■ feet when he heaved the 16-pound
'emer l?-1 tee*

8 inches

-

peters failed over 6 feet 1 5-8
r L to be-"1 r>nn Webster and break
I '.. ^39 record by 1-Sth of an inch.
it the first Maine gave Bowdoin a
but by the end of the sixth
«rt Bowdoin had taken the lead as
f-jjit of the fine performances turn1 in by their crack hurdlers, Huling,
ic« Alien and Edwards. It was then
Lmrent tant bowdoin was in and
£Te second, but Bates and Colby
Jetly put on a spirited battle as
ira politely tried to hand the cellar
Krth to the other. It wasn't until the
event had been run off, the 220,
I fca: Bates could actually claim third.
iMihtmcn Account For
I Of Bates' Points
Again the Bates weightmen came
trough with 11 of the Garnet's 21
oints. Johnny Ilibbard climaxed his
|mr-year advance by winning the disi with a scale of 135 feet and John
Ifltok) Sigsbee put the shot 44 feet
I inches to win first honors. Pratt cf
tomtom was second and George RusICrnittnnM on P**-* ►.■art

Formal Clothes For
The IVY HOP
WHITE COATS
TUX SHIRTS
TUX TROISERS
MAROON ROMS
aTAKOOl H.\.\KIES
MAROOX BUTTOSIERES

[SPORT CLOTHES
Tor Campus Wear
MEN'S
SHOP

'S

6 LISBON STREET
ILEWISTON - MAINE

SPORT SHOTS
By JOHN DONOVAN '42
Damon and Pythias had nothing on
Del Johnson and Kypper Josselyn, two
of the frosh rookies on the varsity
baseball team. Essentially alike in
temperament, they are buddies to the
end. Each is quiet, easy going and
prone to sleep on baseball trips. During the recent Southern trip of the
baseball team, several of the fellows
who were sitting up in front of the
bus made a raiding expedition to the
rear seat where Del and Kypper were
reclining. As it happened they all concentrated their efforts on pummelling
Del. Kyp had difficulty in keeping his
blood pressure down. He was afraid
they would hurt the fragile (?) Mr.
Johnson. So he came to his aid.
During the bus ride to Orono a week
ago Tuesday afternoon, Del had a
cnance to reciprocate and to protect
Brother Josselyn. It seems that Kypper was asleep—as usual— and Dictator Tapper had decided to "liquidate" him—that is he had decided to
give the yearling the hot foot. Murphy did a good 1ob. In fact, he almost
burned a hole in Kypper'a shoe, but
the innocent slept on and friend Del
did nothing. Indeed, he sat by calmly
and watched the cruel torturing of
his buddy. Kypper finally woke up
when Murph succeeded in hot-footing
Captain Hasty Thompson. "What's
going on?" he mumbled and glanced
witn drowsy evei et his friend, Del.
Finally Kypper was told by some ot
the other fellows that he had been
given the hot foot and that Del had
remained indifferent through it all.

The Jubilant Bates track team,
Kypper didn't seem to mind. Mr. Damon Josselyn smiled at Mr. Pythias which successfully staved off the efforts of the other Maine colleges to
Johnson who smiled in return.
put them in the cellar last Saturday
• » »
in the State Track Meet at Orono,
The varsity golf team has secured faces the Northeastern Huskies here
the use of the Martindale course in Saturday afternoon in a dual track
Auburn. This will mean, of course, meet, their first and last home perforthat the divot diggers will have a mance of the season.
home course for the rest of the seaThe Northeastern team defeated the
son. Coach Joe Conant is trying to Bobcats during the indoor season, and
arrange home matches with Maine and it seems as if they will garner anothColby.
er victory becauso the Bates team has
• • »
no representative in either the high
Last week Howie Kenney and Paul or low hurdles, the broatf Jump and,
Quimby combined to defeat last years if Webster goes to the baseball game
state doubles champs, Shattuck and at Colby that day, no representative
Hill of Bowdoin. And on Thursday in the high Jump.
Howie and Paul took Colby's Lord and
Pinansky who were last year's runners up for the state champs in doubles.
Also on Thursday afternoon the
same Mr. Lord of Colby, last year's
state singles champion, had trouble
with Captain Howie but finally subdued him 6-2, 4-6, 7-6.

Freshmen Tracksters
Meet EL, Rumford Fri.

The Garnet Jayvee netmen defeated
the Edward Little team here Monday
by a score of 6-1. The Eddies were
hampered by the loss of the services
of iheij\ two leading racket candidates. Earl Huse and Bill Cullen.
Next Tuesday, the Jayvees will tangle with the court defenders of Wilton Academy. The Jayveo team will
be gunning for its third successive
win that day to continue their undefeated record

With two wins and one loss behind
them, the Garnet yearling trackmen
will meet the combined forces of Edward Little and Rumford this Friday
in their fourth encounter of the outdoor season. The yearlings will be
sparked by the state championship
quartet. Lyford, McLauthlln, Thompson and Gates who captured the
crown in the freshman relay event at
Maine last Saturday.

Promptly £ Accurately Filled
Cor. College & Sabattus, Lewiaton

Of the team across the river, Skinner who specializes in the sprints and
Javelin tossing: is outstanding. Eddie
Capano looks very well In the hundred. This is his first year in track,
but is regarded at Edward Little as a
valuable discovery. In the mile, Hardin looks very well. Clair Chesley,
New England ice skating champ and
a veteran of last season as a miler,
has shifted his talents to the hurdles
this year.
On the Tuesday following this meet,
the Bobkittens will tangle with two
schools from the Portland region.
Deering and Thornton High Schools.
Little is known of these teams except
that last year these teams were a constant threat to all of their opponents.
It is also remembered that the high
point man of the Garnet freshman
cluster. Tommy Winston, hails from
that neck of the woods.

Draper's Bakery
54 Ash Street
Pastry Of All Kinds
Opp. Post Office TeL 1115-M
EAT AT

STECKINO'S
SERVING

Italian & American
Foods
Where Ton Get Large Dinners
1M MIDDLE ST.
LEWISTOH

&/ Coca-Cola has the
charm of purity. Its clean,
exhilarating taste never
loses the freshness of appeal that first delighted you.
And it brings a refreshed
feeling that completely
satisfies.
/>

4U5E THAT

REFRE S H E S

Bottled under authority of The Coca-Coli Co. by
COCA-COLA BOTTLING PLANTS INC.
39 Second Street Auburn, Me.;

Sigsbee and Hibbard, state champions in the shot put and discus throw
respectively, will receive stiff competition from Wiren of Northeastern.
This will be Hibbard's last, and it is
hoped best performance on Garcelon
Field.

Connon's Javelin toss of 168 ft. up
at Orono Is better than any North• • a
eastern man has demonstrated thus
Since we hare been in
the far this «eason.
driver's seat of this column, we have
In the 880 Dave Nickerson will meet
never climbed out onto the precari- 3apt. Frank Mascianica of Northeastous limb of definite prediction. But ern. Dave broke 2 minutes in the State
now Spring is in the air, a new dar- Meet and is capable of even better
ing is in our blood and we are ready time on a good track.
to predict quite definitely. We believe
Drury Should
that Howie Kenuey and Paul Quimby
Win The Mile
will be this year's state doubles
Mabee will also meet Mascianica in
champs. Furthermore if Howie has a
good day and is on his game he stands the 440. Ike has been waiting for a
a fine chance of squelching Lord. We chance to get back at Mascianica for
beating him indoors. Mabee it in
say he will.
very good shape and if he is pressed
the time should be excellent. Ike will
double in the 220.

J-V Netmen Sink EL
Play Wilton Tuesday

Bedard's Pharmacy
PRESCRIPTIONS

Trackmen Gun
For Northeastern

For Private Parties Call IM4

Henry Nolin
Jewelry a»i Watea B epairtng
n Lbfcea St, Lewbtea

-

W. H*

HOOD'S
Delfcloas tee Creaai
Row Beta g Soil at T«r
BATES

COLLEGE

STORE

Series Hopes Fade
With Twin Losses

Garnet Faces Maine
As Webster Pitches
Netmen Defeat Rhode
Island State, 5-4
The Bates varsity tennis squad divided a pair of matches recently, losing to a strong Colby team 7-2, Thursday afternoon, and edging out a stubborn Rhode Island State squad 5-4 the
^following afternoon after 'trailing
4-2 in singles play.
Against Colby, reputed to be the
strongest
tennis
aggregation
in
Maine, the Bobcats trailed from the
start and never seriously threatened
the Colby netsters led by Charlie Lord
state singles champion. The one bright
spot in this match was the three-set
triumph of Howie Kenney and Paul
Quimby over Lord and Pinansky, last
year's runners-up for the state doubles title. The other point chalked up
by the losers was accounted for by
Bill Howland who played steady tennis to down Chase in straight sets
6-1, 6-1.
Against Rhode Island State the Garnet was off to a very poor start dropping four of the six singles matches
but each of the three Bobcat doubles
teams came through with a win to
give the home team a one po;nt victory. Perhaps the outstanding feat of
the day was the victory of two freshmen, Bill Arlock and Junie Watts, who
playing their first varsity tennis took
a three set triumph from Hey and
Robinson of R. L State. The two singles winners were "Howie Kenney
who rallied after a weak start to defeat Ide 4-6, 6-2, 6-1 and Bill Howland
who outclassed D'Ambra in a gruel'ng three set struggle, the score being
8-10, 6-2, 6-0.

The University of Maine pastimers
invade Garcelon Field this afternoon
IOI another State Series tilt with our
own Bobcat nine. The Bates team
stands as an improved team with the
experience and confidence gained in
the last two games. Don Webster will
again match his southside slants with
the left handed batting of the Maine
line-up. Maine on the other hand will
probably save Holmes, their most effective pitcher, for this fracas In
their endeavor to take the runner-up
position in the State Series. The Bates
lineup will probably remain unchanged. At shortstop Maine will have
Whitten who broke up the last game
with a hit In the tenth inning. Crowley, all-state basketball star, will be at
third base with slugger Blake around
to do damage wherever he can. Gerrish who played with Dick and Hasty
Thompson on the Worumbo Indians
rates as one of the best all-round
players In the state. As a sidenote it
might be added that the game looks
like an Edward Little High School reunion with Meserve and Bower as
Maine's representatives and the three
Thompsons and Webster as our own.
The game with Colby on Saturday
figures to be either a crucial game or
an anti-climax depending on Colby's
showing this week. At any rate the
team feels that Colby is due for a
drubbing and that the Garnet is the
team to do it. Dave Sniff or Mike Matragrano will toss them up for Bates
while "Rabbit" Slattery will pitch for
Colby.

Coed Swimmers Give
Final Demonstration

ELMLAWN
Beals' Tourist's

Drop Into
THE QUALITY SHOP
US College St t Bin. from Campus
Featuring Hamburg Sandwiches
Hot Dogs and Toasted Sandwiches
Hare Ton Tried Oar Sllex Coffee!
Open 7 A. M. to 10:80 P. M.

DORA CLARK TASH
- STUDIOS See AL ROLLINS '40
For Group Pictures Taken
For "MIRROR"

In last week's game Colby started
>F fast, garnering a tally in the first
on a double by Hatch, a single, a base
on balls and a passed ball. Bates knotted the score when Brud Witty punched out his first of four hits, a double,
driving home Art Belliveau who had
previously singled.
Gil Peters put
Colby ahead 2-1 in the third when he
connected with one of Mike Matragrano's pitches for a home run 'n
deep center, far over Dick Thompson's
head. In the fourth. Bates bounced
back with two runs when Brud Witty
beat out a slow roller to short for his
tecond hit. Kyp Josselyn forced him
at second, Dick Thompson walked, and
Del Johnson hit a high fly to leftcenter,
which
neither
outfielder
caught, each thinking thV other was
going to take it while two runs scored. The Mules picked up another in
the sixth on a single, a sacrifice bunt,
and a double. In the second half of
the sixth, the Bobcats managed to put
three on base, but Paul Smith, pinchhitting for Mike Matragrano, ended
the Inning by rolling to Peters at first
for the third out. Wight went in to
pitch for Bates at this time, and walked three in a row after retiring tie
first man, and the next man doubled
sending two more runs across the
plate. Bates did not score again until
the eighth on Del Johnson's single and
Al Wight's long double over the left
fielder's head. After setting Colby
down in order in the ninth, the most
the Bobcats could do was to put Belliveau on third, but he was left
stranded as Brud Witty struck out and
Josselyn rolled to the pitcher.

Lou Hervey has been forced to give
the team his support from the bench
lor the remainder of the season due to
the fjactured heel bone sustained in
the last Bowdoin game. This has given
Jonnson his chance to break into the
lineup in right field with Brud Witty
moving in to cover the keystone sack.
At any rate both games shape up to
be close ones and perhaps with some
breaks and some heads up baseball we
Belliveau Makes
Last Monday night the girls of the ■an take them.
Sensational Stop
Swimming Club culminated their seaOn Monday, Bowdoin wasted no
son's efforts by presenting a final of its members in the Swimming Club.
demonstration before an audience or In the order of their presentation the time either in getting off to a one
coeds and facvlty women at the Au- skits might have been classified as: run lead with a triple and a single
(lannnnad on ram* Vonr]
burn YMCA pool.
■43, "Mock Life-Saving"; '41, "Dinner

Drury should be able to win the
mile almost as easily as he did in th
same meet indoors. He has been improving quite rapidly. Should he win
the mile without much effort he will
double up in the two-mile where
Northeastern has more strength in
the personage of Prohodsky.
Should Don Webster compete in the
high Jump he will undoubtedly win as
Northeastern has no one who can
clear 6 ft. If Don Maggs can repeat
his performance of II ft. 9 in., his
best this season, which he did Saturday at Orono, he can take top honors
The program started with a chait for Two"; '42, "The Swimming Club
in his event. Holmes will make the
dive which served to introduce all the As We See It"; and '40, "Can We
boys climb high as he will be vault- performers and :.t the same time fea- Dive?" Another humorous element of
ing his last time along with Maggs.
tured the name and colors of Bates. the evening's entertainment was the
Andrews Should
Next came a demonstration of various three game relays in which members
Show Up Well
strokes with Martha Blaisdell '42 giv- of the Club competed with each othThe above mentioned men who ing a brief commentary on each of the er. They were, the lighted candle, the
proved their ablilty by keeping the iifferent phases in the development night shirt, and umbrella races.
team out of the state track cellar will of strokes. Those strokes demonstratNear the end of the program a sebe ably assisted by George Russell, ed were: finning, sculling, elementary ries of different dives were presented
another senior who will compete for back stroke, inverted breast stroke,
showing the girls' skill in this field of
the last time on Garcelon Field. Rus- back stroke, side stroke, breast
water activity along with the swimsell took third place in the State Meet, stroke, single overarm, double over- ming. Immediately following as the
and has consistently proven his worth arm and American crawl.
climax of the evening came the drill
iB the shot put during his four years
To supplement the group progam as featuring a pvramid, circular wheel
at Bates.
a whole, each class was represented and waltz swimr.iing and ending with
Carl Andrews, hammer thrower, al- by a short original skit given by those the formation of a B.
though shut out at Orono by the sterling performances of Bennett and
The Neon Hand Points The Way To The
Johnson of Maine and Perkins of
Bowdoin, will be right in the thick of
things Saturday, as this is also his
last meet on the home field.
RADIOS
546 MAIS ST, LEWISTOH
Rollins and Gra'chen, two more seniors, are due for an improvement and
will make themselves known in the
880 and two-mile respectively.
Parmenter in the hammer, Crooker
in the mile, Boothby and Morris in
the 220 and 440 round out the rest of
a comparatively small squad which
will be fighting to beat Northeastern
is soundly as the football and baseball squads did.

Bates lost a sloppy ball game to
Bowdoin at Garcelon Field Monday by
the score of 7-5, which just about put
the Bobcats out of the running as far
as the State Series title goes. As a
matter of fact when the Colby White
Mules pulled the chestnuts out of the
fire a week ago by taking Bates 5-4.
they apparently all but sewed up the
championship.

Attention - Students
A Small Deposit Now Will Bring
Your Glass Ring Or Pin Before
Commencement
Prices: Rings, $9.50 up Pins, $8.75 up
See Frank Brown, Roger Williams
Hall, For Further Details

CALL J.2a ?

2143
-■

VAPORIZED :
FURSTORAQE
z

Lcwiston, .- "Maine

«% of Your Own Valuation
Lowest Charge $2JH>
Our Representative at Bates

Tottie Coney '40
; RAND HALL

T. J. Murphy Fur Co.
ESTABLISHED 187S

PHONE - 2143
29 Ash St. Lewiston Me.

COLLEGE STREET

SHOE HOSPITAL

James P. Murphy

AH Kinds of Shoe Repairing

INC.

67 College St

Lewis ton, Me,

ARTISTIC MEMORIALS

The College Store
lifer
BATES STUDKHT8

Call 4040
For Real Courteous Taxi Serrlee
LEWISTOH, KADfB

Lewlston Monumental Worts
8-10 Bates Street

Lewbtoa

A Bates Tradition
Telephone 4634-B

BILL

GEO. A. ROSS

THE BARBER

HAYES EATS IN HIS OWN DINER

SIT IT WITH ICE CBB1M

far

HAYES' DINER

ELM STREET

EDS aad

CO-EDS

Chase Hall • Hoars t ••13—14

OPP. 8UH-JOUBHAL — TEL. 1440 — LEWISTOH, MAIHE
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en Buying Mention You Saw Their Ad In The STUDENT !
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Porteous Hooks Title Solo Waltz, Novelty Number
By Hooking Huge Fish Feature Sr. Girls' Dance

Rehearsals
AT THE THEATRES
EMPIRE
Wed. Thur. FrL Sat . May 15-18
"Till We Meet Again" with
Merle Oberon and George Brent.
AUBUBH
Thnr. Fri. Sat. . May 16, 17, 18
"I Was An Adventuress" with
Zorinna and Richard Greene.
SUM. MOB.

Tues. Wed. - May 19-22

"Irene" with Anna N'eagle. Ray
Milland, May Robson and Billle
Burke.

The New

Gordon's Restaurant
And Delicatessen
Try Our Hot Pastromi
Sandwiches
Full Course Meals And
Fountain Service

[OuuUumd rrom Pus OMl
what time Portia shall rise and cross
the stage, and just when she shall sit
down again, and Just where N'erissa
shall be during this time. Shakespeare
didn't indicate any of the?e things, and
the director has to try various ways
until she has made the scene as effective as possible. It is interesting
to observe why one arrangement has
an advantage over another one, and
why a certain one is superior to any
of the others.

Morgan Porteous '41 hooked a
33 pound salmon from the depths
of Thompson Pond Saturday to
wrest the mythical crown from
the head of our supposed sportsman champ, Harry "Tiny'' Boothhy '41. The salmon measured 22
inches in length, and was prepared for the table by the clan
Campbell.

All in all. then, this has been something of the impressions your reporter
got from attending rehearsals of "The
Merchant of Venice".
It was very
much different from an actual performance, mostly because of the interruptions, some of which served a
purely practical purpose and some
merely the getting off of a bit of wit.
Good serious work—hard work, too—
is accomplished at rehearsal, but it is
accomplished with pleasant informality. And if it were not for this informality, everyone concerned would find
the work tedious and would be sick of
it all by the time the play was actually to be given. Instead, however,
rehearsals are really enjoyable.
COMPLETE LINE OF
CAMERAS
Developing
Printing

THE FILM SHOP
Opp. Post Office

Lewiston

187 Main Street
LEWISTON, MAINE

p il i* |
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Commencement Edition
A pre-Commencement number of the
College Bulletin will be sent out to
all alumni sometime this week, according to an announcement by the
Public Relations Department.
The Bulletin features Commencement plans, and represents an invitation to the alumni to return to Bates
during Graduation Week. All seniors
■nay secure two copies of the Bulletin
at the Public Relations Office.
Prof. R. R. H. Gould was this
week elected chairman of the
Lewiston Board of Education, putting faculty members at the head
of two major departments of the
local city government since Prof.
Percy D. Wilkins was recently
made chairman of the Board of
Health and Welfare.

LEWISTOS'S LEADIXG HOTEL

THE HOTEL DEW ITT
Modern

Fireproof
—
European
Moderate Rates
Excellent Food and Courteous Serrice in Our
NEW CRYSTAL DIMNG ROOM
Club Breakfast 40c up
Full Course Luncheon 40c up
Table I)*Hote Dinners, Week-days "5c up
Special Sunday Table D'Hote Dinners ?L(M>

The
Auburn

—

Garacre in Connection
TELEPHONE 4200

News

Ample Parking Space
James M. Acheson, Manager

'/sfen ~fo
CHESTERFIELD'S MARION HUTTON
in Glenn Miller's Moonlight Serenade
all Columbia Stations... Tu«»., W«d., Thurt,

Series Hopes
Thml

win. Bates tied it up in the second,
About 30 couples attended the an- on O'Sullivan's single. Hasty Thompnual Seniors Girls' Dance which took
scratch hit
over . Second,
scn-s
place Friday evening at Chase Hall and an error by Bobby Bell when he
preceded by open house at Rand Hall. tried to catch O'SuUivan go.ng home
The room was attractively decorated on Josselyn's roller. Poor coacWng
with large pink and yellow bows; re- stopped Bates from further scoring
freshments of punch and cookies were this inning, as Josselyn was easily
served throughout the dance. High- run down off second after Haldane s
lights of the affair included the favor perfect throw to the bag. Bouncing
dance at which time the girls' escorts
back in the third, Bowdoin scored two
received boutonnieres of lolly-pops
more. Art Belliveau made the sensaand crepe paper, and a solo waltz by
tional stop of the day in the fourth,
Esther Strout and Ton> Ward during
vhen he went directly behind seconr
the tenth dance. The committee in
to scoop up what looked like a sure
charge included Janet Bridgham.
hit with the bases loaded and two
chairman, Bernice Lord. Hazel Turouts and threw to Witty for the force
ner, and Annette Barry.
play. Bates came back in the fourth
tying the score 3-3 as Dick Thompson
MOVOG PICTIRE TO SHOW
tripled into deep center scoring MatFACTORY PRODUCTION
ragrano and Art Belliveau, who had
Methods of production and distr'.bu. reached base on an error and walk
tion in modern industry will be shown respectively. There was no more scorby means of a talking picture under ing until the sevens when Luther
the auspices of the Employment Ser- started by making O Sullivan pop aud
vice on Thursday, May 16 it " p. m. then walked Johnson and Hasty
Thompson. At this po.nt, Luther wad
in the Music Room. Chase Hall.
The film, produced under the direc- relieved by Howie, who struck out
tion of a professional firm, is desierned Josselyn. Then Mike Mairagrauo hit
ot acquaint students and the general what looked like an easy out to bell,
public with the latest industrial meth- out the ball took a baa hop over his
ods. The film will be shown through head allowing Johnson to score anu
the cooperation of the Fuller Brush Thompson to reach third. Belliveau
Company. The picture was taken at walked, filling the bases, and Howie
their Hartford, Conn., plant and will torced in another run on a walk to
present in detail production methods DicK Thompson.
in one of the modern up-to-dat^ Bowdoin Scores Three
factories of New England. Part of the Runs In Eighth
film will deal with the company's naTnis put Bates ahead 5-3 but not
tionwide
system
of
distribu for long. In the disasterous eighu.
tion.—Advt.
Bowdoin scored three more runs as
Dyer reached firs' on Hasty ThompAs commencement time approaches. I SOn's error. Stephens hit to Belliveau
the members of tho families of sen- who tossed to Witty for the for *
iors will be wondering what to give play on Dyer, but brad s throw to
Mary or Jj.in for a graduation gift. Jcsselyn was too wide for the double
Why not casually drop them a unit play. After Haldane walked, Rocque
tint you would like a class rinfc* lined a single to center wh.ch Dick
Time is getting short of course, but Thompson let roll through his legs,
Frank Brown in Roger Williams Hall, and before Johnson could retrieve the
will be very glad to take your orders. ball and relay it to the infield, Stephens and Haldane had scored anu
Rocyue reached third. Bowdoin pulled
a squeeze play at this point as Hike
Matragrano threw w.de to O'SuUivan
and Coombs, the batter, blocked Jim,
and Rocque scored from third. In the
ninth Bowdoin came up with another
on a walk to Bcnzagni, a fielder's
choice on Dyer, a stolen base by Dyer
and a single by Stephens.

Smith's Tourist Home
Blanche M. Smith, Hostess
»*i MAIN ST.
LEWISTON
TeL 476-W
Parking and Garage Aecomodatlons

We Can Show Ton a Varied
Selection of
PBIZE CUPS • FOUNTAIN PENS
LADIES' SILK UMBRELLAS and
LEATHER HAND BAGS
LEATHEB BILL FOLDS
BOOK ENDS
CLOCKS

PECKS
DIAMOND JUBILEE

1

SALE
ENDS SATURDAY NIGHT
Scores of things Students need for now and for Summer,,
at Jubilee Sale Savin?-

MEN'S SHIKTS
MEN'S TIES

W-*5 <""! *

"

.-—••■

••

THREAD 0' LIFE STOCKINGS

^

W

^

$1 pr

^ L

•2*98

HUARACHES
LADY ELIZABETH SLIPS

|]

«•»

g

VISIT PECK'S . . . take advantage of Jubilee SaTin?s.

State Track Meet
[Continued from P«8» Thr««l
sell third. It is interesting to note
that these three places were within
a distance of only five inches.
Irving Mabee ran a good 440 as he
fought off Bowdoin's great dash man,
Charlie Pope, until the last straightaway. However Pope finished strong
to win with Mabee a close second.
Pope went on later to win the 220
yard dash from Phillips of Maine, and
thus raise his point scoring total to
10 points which pained him a tie with
Don Smith of Maine for individual
scoring honors.
Don Smith, for the third successive
year, won both the mile and the half
mile. He received a great hand from
the crowd as he ran away from the
field in the mile and finished in the
fine time of 4 minutes 23.7 seconds,
only two seconds above his own
record. Warren Drury of Bates finished third behind Doubleday of Bowdoin in the excellent time of 4 minutes 33 seconds.

Rumford Panthers)]
I V Baseball Team
The Bates junior varsity
team went down to a 7 tn
last Friday afternoon at'th°kJ
the Rumford High Panthers,
the early stages looked like,
duel, turned out to be a
" easji
ford victory and a fine nine
out game to the credit of Ci»i
One of the reasons fortheL
defeat was the failure to comtjj
in the pinch. In the last of t*|
with three Bates men on, Si*
popped out to the first baseniW
dos fouled out to the catchgj
Thompson flied out to the left|
to end the innin?. Later sin
lies were halted and the Garay.i
held in check at ail times
Rumford scored one in tie L
me in the fifth, one in the sull
four in the seventh. Baueral
Rumford, Gauthier and Richttl
Bates. Stoughton, Thompson, 5(
Mullet and Condos, Hennesij.i
ler.

The crowd was on its feet in the
half mile event when it looked as if
Bates' Dave Xickerson might upset
with last year's record of! a
Don Smith. Dave put up a great chal44 seconds.
lenge and finished second in his best
Bates Colby Bowdaiil
time to date, 1 minute 59 seconds.
4
i i
Pole vault
Garnet Takes
S
Javelin throw
Frosh Relay Event
Hunning
For the second successive year
6
3
broad jump
Bates concluded the meet with a
1 1
Hammer throw
clean cut win in the freshman relay
Running
event. Ken Lyford. Tommy Thomp1
5
high Jump 3
son, Cal Gates and Mac MacLauthlin
S
Shot put
6
broke the record set last year by their
1
Discus
5
sophomore buddies* Sigsbee. Paine.
2
Mile run
1
N'ickerson and Mabee. Their time was
6
440 yd. dash 3
3 minutes 39 seconds as compared
9
High hurdles
I
4
100 yd. dash
5
L'-mile run
1
880 yd. run 3

NORTHEASTERN
UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL of LAW

Low hurdles
220 yd. dash
Totals
21

|

6
20
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DAY PROGRAM

Barnstone-Osgood
Jewelers
Lewtoton

Main*

Graduation Time Is Here
We Have A Complete
Assortment Of

/"".

Three Years

EVENING PROGRAM
Four Yeais
• • •
A minimum of two years of college
work, required for admission.
A limited number of scholarships
available to college graduates.
LL.B. Degree conferred
Admits men and women
47 MT. VERNON ST., BOSTON
Near State House

Blue and White Suits

X

For The Occasion
Compliments of

Also Complete Line Of

SPORTWEAR

TUFTS

The Store of Good Values

BROTHERS
Printing Specialists

John B. StPierre Co.
1 -l-l-s LISBON ST.

pA^ETTE^

Telephone 1710

AT WELLS - - -

Expert RACKET
RE-STRINGING
One - DAY - Service
Phone 2200

Omokers by the millions are making Chesterfield
the Busiest Cigarette in America. ... It takes the right
combination of the world's best tobaccos to give you
a cigarette that is definitely MILDER, BETTER-TASTING
and COOLER-SMOKING... all at the same time. For real
smoking pleasure, buy Chesterfields every day.

Copr^jrh' 1M0, Doorrr * MYHU TOMCCO CO.

LEWISTOS

LEWISTON

rfd
; *& #*-'

198 MIDDLE ST.

11/171 I O G0
SPORTING
fftlLO
°DSINC.
■■ t-kku AUBURN

JOY INI
AMERICAN-CHfl

RESTAURAMI
Special Daily Dinner]
All Kinds Of Ck
Suey To Tak«|
Out

Special Sunday
Dinner 45c
Telephone 1*1
20 Lisbon Street f
Lewiston, Me-

The Thinking Fellow Always Takes A Y«
Cab For Prompt Courteous Taxi Service

PHONE - 4900
YELLOW CABCO.
24 HOUR SERVICE
Rear 166 Main St. Lewiston-Arthur J. Dum»is!

Norris-Hayden
LAUNDRY
AUBUBH, MR.

TEL. It 10

"Complete Banking: Service"

Lewiston Trust Co.
LEWISTON, MAINE

JACK MORRIS '41

We Solicit the Business of Bates Studefi"

